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MLSwitcher 2.0 - Improved Input Language Manager for OS X
Published on 04/03/13
Bluezbox Software today announces MLSwitcher 2.0, an update to their improved input
language manager for Mac OS X. MLSwitcher makes life easier for those of us who have to
input text in several languages or share their time between Windows and Mac OS X. It
addresses a fundamental flaw in the user experience of multi-language OS X systems: mode.
The app lets you make a shortcut for setting correct input source. Version 2.0 includes
new combos for cycling through layouts and minor bug fixes.
Vancouver, Canada - Bluezbox Software today is proud to announce the release of MLSwitcher
2.0, an update to their improved input language manager for Mac OS X. MLSwitcher is a
simple utility that makes life easier for those of us who have to input text in several
languages or share their time between Windows and Mac OS X. But though simple, it
addresses a fundamental flaw in the user experience of multi-language OS X systems: mode.
Each time when user wants to input text, they have to perform fast but nevertheless
distracting sequence of actions: check current input language, if it's not correct toggle through all available input sources to the required one. By providing the way to
assign individual key combination for each input language, MLSwitcher lets you make
shortcut to the very last step of this sequence: setting correct input source. Which
boosts productivity and makes overall user experience better.
Mode is also a problem for people who work with both Windows and OS X on a daily basis and
have to manage several input languages. Key combinations for switching between languages
in these systems are quite different and user has to make mental effort to use combo
specific to OS being used instead of letting muscle memory to take care of it. The
solution: MLSwitcher lets you set Windows-style key combination to toggle through
available languages Two operating systems - one combination.
What's New in Version 2.0
* Add Windows-style combos for cycling through layouts
* Fixed bug with sub-layouts
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.7 or later
* 0.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
MLSwitcher 2.0 is only $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide through the mac App Store in the Utilities category.
Bluezbox Software:
http://bluezbox.com
MLSwitcher 2.0:
http://bluezbox.com/mlswitcher2.html
Purchase and Download (MAS):
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mlswitcher/id422365812?mt=12
Screenshot:
http://bluezbox.com/mlswitcher2/preferences.png
App Icon:
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http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/060/Purple/v4/c0/1b/97/c01b9792-4a96-0989-2d93-b5a85c012
ec2/MLSwitcher2.175x175-75.png

Oleksandr Tymoshenko is a Vancouver-based developer who has been writing software for fun
and profit since 1998. His recent projects include Audiobook Binder, SlapAMac, KnockOnD,
and Sokoban: Old School game for iPad. Copyright (C) 2013 Bluezbox Software. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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